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Designing the Consumer 
Experience into the Package
The 2016 LUXE PACK Monaco Show contained a 
plethora of ideas, innovations and inspiration but 
the underlying theme for me as a designer and 
marketer was the x-plus factor contained in so many 
of the newest offerings from a variety of suppliers; 
‘designing the experience into the package’.

Experiential packaging is the new mantra. If 
you believe in ‘Love at First Sight’ then you will 
relish the opportunity provided by designers and 
manufacturers to offer the tactile sensation through 
sight before the consumer gets to touch the product. 

Producing that experience, visually, ergonomically, 
tactilely and subliminally is the end result of the 
suppliers rendition of the ultimate package design.

How a bottle feels, the texture of a folding carton, 
the snap of a compact being closed are all 
experiential. They can prejudice the consumer 
positively or negatively before she even tries the 
product. The consumer experience can connote 
luxury, modernity, practicality or status. Today 
more than ever when cosmetics companies are 
striving to reach the consumer on a multitude of 
levels, designing the consumer experience into the 
package can raise the bar when marketing a new 
product.

Together with my collaborating editors; Laetitia 
Faure and Alexander Theodorou we have combed 
the show to present new and innovative ideas from 
suppliers that underscore these ideas.

I found this year’s show presenting some of the 
most exciting ideas in years. 
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The glass suppliers offered the most experiential 
visual and tactile innovations. Beginning with the 
former SGD now renamed ‘Verescence’. Their new 
‘Fine Art’ Collection can enable the designer to 
create limitless opportunities for engraved patterns 
in the glass by putting the design in a six part mold 
with 0 degree flat shoulders. Secondary coatings can 
provide infinite possibilities.

At Bormioli Luigi, the new bottle for Cartier’s L’Envol 
combines two of their division’s specialties; from 
their stemware department, the wine glass with the 
stem cut off creating a bell jar effect over a blown 
heavy glass bottle. A hole is machine cut to let the 
bottle neck and actuator come through attached with 
a plastic ring. As it’s Cartier wouldn’t you expect it to 
be a diamond ring?

At Heinz Glas, they have made the impossible, 
possible with their ‘Hole in One’ technique of using 
a laser process to create an opening in the middle 
of the bottle during the molding process. Really an 
experiential innovation. Their ‘Evolution’ line of bottles 
creates a series that retains the same exterior with 
three or four versions where glass is added and the 
content area reduced. Their new slogan, ‘’Addicted to 
Glass’ is well said.

PERFUMES
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On the same note, Zignago (sp) Vetro’s, Verreries 
Brosse SAS division for prestige glass has created 
their new ‘Up and Down’ collection of standard glass 
shapes that can take the same blank containing 
100ml and load it with super heavy glass bottom and 
walls to create a 50ml bottle. Perfect for the new 
niche brand market.

At Pochet the new launches were varied and 
impressive; Louis Vuiton’s ‘The Perfume Collection’ in 
handsome apothecary type bottles with simple black 
and gold zamac caps, refillable as well. Carolina 
Herrera’s ‘Good Girl’ in a shall we say unusual blue 
stiletto heeled shoe shaped bottle. Perhaps good 
means bad here. My favorite was Michael Kors 
‘Wonderlust’ a beautiful classic oval bottle capped in 
elegant gold.

From Mexico, Pavisa displayed the new ‘Xinu’ 
fragrance in a novel domed bottle with a wooden cap 
echoing the shape of the bottle inverted to create an 
hourglass effect. Their ‘Nouvelle Studio’ Collection 
showed their commitment to glass as an art.
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Cosme had a range of multi-colored compacts 
made of silicone with a living hinge that was young 
and trendy.

Aptar’s airless syringe serum container was sleek 
silver and made a very cool statement.

At Albea, experiences in make-up abounded. 
Starting with their new ‘Ceramic Shibo’ mascara 
vials where the standard molds are lined with 
texture and then the final container is silver 
stamped to create a glittery package complete with 
their ‘Panther’ brush.
Another new concept is their ‘Panache Pump’ 
which created a cloud experience when fragrance 
is sprayed.

MAKE-UP
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Their matte black compact gives the designer the 
opportunity to brand the line with a plaque as an 
option to the existing window.

At HCT Group their vintage looking zamac touchstone 
lipstick was etched in matte gun metal with a ‘Santa 
Fe’ 1940’s look.
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The customer is becoming the 
main actor in packaging. His role 
is essential as he reveals the 
beauty of the product. By opening 
the Kenzo box or Joe Malone’s 
Advent calendar, the customer 
allows magic to happen. Indeed, 
without its contribution, the 
experience cannot happen. 
Packaging is, from now on, a new 
interactive experience between 
the client and the product. 

AT THE ARKAY/MODEL BOOTH WHERE THE TWO COMPANIES ARE 
ALLIANCE PARTNERS, THEY HAD A ‘SCRATCH AND SNIFF’ PRINTED 

FOLDING CARTON FOR THE NEW BOSS, ‘ THE SCENT FOR MEN’ FRAGRANCE, 
COMPLETING THE EXPERIENTIAL RANGE OF THE SENSES BY CREATING PACKAGING 
THAT IS OLIFACTORY AS WELL AS VISUAL AND TACTILE.

Emotional, beautiful and highly interactive: those are the three main adjectives that qualify 
packaging in 2017. LAETITIA FAURE, Founder of Urban Sublime, has spotted 10 experiential 
trends on the LUXE PACK show for you.

Laetitia firm Urban Sublime is a marketing trends boutique agency based in France and working 
throughout the world with a network of experts located internationally. The bureau anticipates 
and detects emerging trends and innovations – there by helping companies to integrate these 
key factors into their development. Her expertise led her to explore our position in terms of 
experiential trends.

1/ NEW POWER
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On the splendid bottle of cognac 
designed by Linea, the enveloping 
label is entirely made of wood. It 
immediately refers to the process of 
fabrication of that alcohol aged in an 
oak barrel. Here packaging reveals 
a story behind the product and gives 
life to its narration. More astonishing, 
the label made by Rotas is half made 
of lava, a direct reference of Etna 
region where the wine is produced. By 
these meaningful labels, customers 
can access a more global experience 
of the product. They also feel more 
confident, understanding where the 
product comes from and sensing they 
have full knowledge of what they buy.

2/ BACK TO THE ROOTS

3/ LONG-TERM IMPRINT

If the power of olfactory marketing 
is not to be proved, new great 
packaging experiences are made 
possible thanks to innovative luxury 
materials. For instance, the use of 
ceramic by Les Parfumables allows 
to enclose perfume and to restitute 
the entire fragrance and its multiple 
shades as if on the skin. The perfume 
remains intact for six months. A very 
strong emotional feeling releases 
from this new packaging as it 
appeals to senses of touch, smell 
and sight. A perfect way to enhance 
the customer’s experience. 
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Packaging is a mirror of our 
society. It combines soft and hard 
feelings. But it is also a shelter, 
a beautiful parenthesis we can 
have access to anytime. With 
its bottle case and folding box 
designed for Clarins, Objets de 
Convoitise provides us with light, 
aery feelings. The handwriting 
design conveys a sense of deep 
humanity and respiration in a 
formatted world. As for Rissman, 
the elegant luxury bag reflects 
a certain romanticism and a 
natural soberness thanks to its 
mat paper, and luxuriance. Isn’t 
it all we need? 

4/ POETRY

5/ OVERSIZE

The element of surprise plays 
a big role in packaging. Extra-
ordinary dimensions have the 
power to immediately catch the 
eye of the customer. Moschino 
(by Dapy) and Veuve Cliquot (by 
Virojanglor): these two brands 
have ingeniously used this 
technique with a fresh, new and 
humorous twist. Here, luxury 
brands and high standards 
quality meet with daily domestic 
signs and products. Proposals 
that can only call out and amuse 
the customer. 
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What is packaging if not a message 
addressed to an audience? 
Packaging is becoming more 
and more personalized, and so 
is its message. On these bottles 
dedicated to bartenders, special 
recipes issued from mixology 
are suggested to them. A nice 
experience emerges from the 
product when it clearly appears 
that it has been conceived for 
you. Handwriting and drawings 
reinforces the sensation of a 
personal and custom-made 
message. 

After minimalist packaging trends, here 
comes a full immersion experience for the 
customer. The product comes totally covered 
with artistic attributes. Designed by Linea 
– we fell in love with those designers this 
year – the bottle embodies the story of the 
red historical rum distillery hidden in the 
luxurious nature in the North of Martinique. 
Covering the product fully with artistic design 
allows the mind to wander and dream. 
It is not only the product in itself that is 
highly desired but also the full imagery that 
escapes from the container. Here, packaging 
is as much glorified as the content. 

Albea is well known for its innovation in cosmetics. 
This year, we have been charmed by this new customer 
experience: a 360° sponge applicator that provides 
you with new surrounding sensations. Very soft and 
different from what we know, this container symbolizes 
well the desire of manufacturers to convey new feelings 
through the empowerment of our senses. A memorable 
daily experience.

6/ PERSONAL MESSAGE

7/ FULL IMMERSION

8/ NEO PLEASURE
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Exceptional mastering of 
materials can only lead to 
exceptional experiences. 
L’Imprimerie du Marais delights 
us with an incredible work 
on paper material. In their 
workshop, techniques are day 
after day refined, perfected to 
accomplish such a level of sober 
perfection. For instance, their 
brand new book narrating the 
story of the Imprimerie, made 
in collaboration with the UK 
agency Made Thought, is truly 
a chef d’oeuvre made of details, 
combined techniques, special 
cut and sizing, hot foil printing, 
embossed design. The result for 
the reader is a total immersion in 
the Imprimerie founder’s life, very 
touching, human, reflecting at 
the same time the magnificence 
of the work accomplished. By the 
various interactions proposed – 
opening a letter to discover the 
founder’s signature, unfolding a 
poster to watch a family picture – 
the book creates a authentic link 
between the Imprimerie and the 
reader.

9/ MASTERPIECE

11
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Technology and emotion are definitely the perfect 
mix for packaging success in the upcoming 
years. If NFC and augmented reality are both very 
promising technologies, some applications need 
to mature a little to become more accessible and 
intuitive for the customer. This year at LUXE PACK, 
we spotted a new technology that allows immediate 
interactivity with the client. Indeed, VM FRANCE 
has managed to integrate an interactive screen 
in a luxury box, called Obérion. Opening the box, 
it is possible to get information, demonstrations 
and aspirational videos about the product and 
the brand, but foremost the interactive screen 
allows asking to be called back, to receive private 
invitations by email and to access a caretaker 
service. Is packaging a new media?

10/ UNBOX THE FUTURE

12
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Virojanglor’s Clicquot Arrow is a great example of both 
‘macro’ and ‘micro’ experiences. The connection back 
to Reims, the origin of Veuve Clicquot from 29 global 
destinations is very direct, reinforcing the provenance of 
the product. The arrows point either east or west relative to 
the source of origin and make a great presentation either 
at point-of-sale, or as a collectable mini art-installation 
at home.

There are clever subtle ‘micro’ experiences too, firstly the 
Clicquot brand colour lends perfectly to signage. To match 
more closely the material of road signs, Virojanglor have 
developed a laminated tinplate which is not only 3 times 
more rigid than standard material but also incorporates 
a holographic foil to simulate the reflective qualities of 
signage.

EXPERIENTIAL TRENDS HAVE BROUGHT PACKAGING TO A NEW LEVEL OF 
SUBLIMINAL EXCITEMENT. THE COMBINATION OF «DESIGN», «TRENDS» 

AND «BRANDING» IS AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION. HERE TO TELL US ABOUT 
BRANDING IS ALEXANDER THEODOROU, CO-FOUNDER OF AT CRAFT & NARRATIVE. 
They craft each brand’s narrative with passion and purpose. With a wealth of combined 
experience, their strengths lie in their expertise, agility and creative vision…
www.craftandnarrative.com 

At LUXE PACK Monaco 2016 we have seen two clear definitions of ‘experiential’ packaging. 
On the one hand we have the ‘macro’, which is obvious, dynamic and expressive – a full-
on experience. Immersive and multi layered ‘macro’ might take you away from the initial 
experience, via technology for example.

In contrast a ‘micro’ experience is subtle, in some cases subliminal, the consumer may not 
necessarily be conscious of it. The connection could be simply a sensation or an emotional 
feeling such as warmth, quality or freshness. 

As designers we always look to the intelligent use of materials and processes in the quest 
of crafting new multi-layered experiences and in defining unchartered boundaries. Here we 
explore examples of both the implementation of ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ experiences along with 
some new and yet to be fully explored materials and technologies. 

1/ VIROJANGLOR - ‘CLICQUOT ARROW’
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In the twenty first century imagery has become 
momentary, throw away, we are now all ‘master 
creators and exhibitors’ with our smartphones and 
social media platforms. It now takes that something 
extra special in reproduction to catch the eye and 
make the experience. 

Switzerland based Lorenz Boegli have developed a 
unique metallic RGB screenprinting technique onto 
black substrates. The effect is uniquely different, the 
intensity of the black substrate contrasts sharply 
against the metallic screen – seen used here for 
traditional silversmiths Christofle Paris. In this ‘micro’ 
experience the viewer might not be consciously aware 
of why the image is so compelling yet it’s shimmering 
hues draw attention, it is these experiential details 
that attract the consumer and create a unique and 
enduring connection to the brand.

Pulling the consumer out of the realm of the known 
is a powerful way to enhance the brand experience, 
even if the change is outwardly subtle. At first glance 
this innovative product might be mistaken for plastic, 
but at closer inspection, the touch and feel has the 
unmistakable tactile, warm, timeless quality of paper. 

JC3DP has truly taken paper into a third dimension 
with this new mouldable technology. As well as the 
ability to build in superb detailing and functionality, 
this material is capable of 100% colour accuracy, a 
core mission of James Cropper, meaning that the 
experience can be for the first time totally on-brand.

2/ LORENZ BOEGLI – RGB METALLIC SCREEN PRINTING

3/ JAMES CROPPER – JAMES CROPPER 3D PRODUCTS
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Paris based Simp Injection are masters of micro 
engineering, their dedication to creating the perfect 
experience in mascara application has resulted in 
the development of ultra sophisticated components 
for some of the worlds biggest names in cosmetics. 

Simp Injection’s team of engineers and tool designers 
work tirelessly to innovate and improve on the finest 
details. Innovations include filament hairs that coat 
the reverse side of the lash, bristle bridges that mould 
to the shape of the eyelid and squeegee systems 
to ensure that the brush is loaded with the perfect 
amount of product. 

For the consumer the experience is simple; ‘this 
works great’, it is of no surprise therefore that Simp 
recorded the highest turnover of a small enterprise 
in France. 

By reusing grape marc — the skins, seeds and stems 
leftover after the extraction of the grape juice to 
create the board for their Yellow Label champagnes, 
Veuve Clicquot have made an emotional, provincial 
and ecological connection between the product and 
packaging. 

The raw finish and simple screen overly tell a ‘micro’ 
story at first contact, the box looks and feels natural, 
it is brought to life by the distinctive yellow label. This 
story of eco-production is illustratively explained on 
the side of the packaging.

4/ SIMP INJECTION – MASCARA APPLICATORS

5/ DS SMITH – VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL CHAMPAGNE 
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The shopper is the final part of the retail process, 
a walking advert and a wonderful opportunity for 
a look-at-me ‘macro’ experience. Yet shoppers 
are often overlooked by brands in terms of 
structure and materials.

PROCOS GMBH ‘see-through’ bag illustrates how 
the clever use of materials and manufacturing 
techniques can make a statement and draw 
attention. In this example the standard paper 
construction has been augmented with rigid 
board, detailed with large cut through perforations 
and hot-foil stamping.  

The Glenfiddich 21 box 
manufactured by Pollard Boxes 
Ltd is a super example of a multi 
layered ‘macro+micro’ consumer 
experience. Its imposing size, bright 
orange colour and structurally 
revealing double opening doors 
is beautifully complimented by 
Winter & Company’s tactile thermal 
embossed paper, finished off with 
gorgeous flat foil blocking. Moreover 
this intricate box is machine made – 
clever stuff.

6/ PROCOS GMBH – ‘SEE-THROUGH’ SHOPPER

7/ POLLARD BOXES LTD - GLENFIDDICH 21 
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Embedded technology is opening up the possibilities 
of enhanced consumer experiences by connecting 
embedded RFID with NFC enabled smart devices. 
For brands this can mean authentication, track 
& trace and more pertinently POS and marketing 
opportunities. Embedded technology in packaging 
is the ultimate ‘macro’ experience, it will eventually 
shape retail through augmented reality experiences 
and enhanced interaction. 

Holographic foil and authentication specialists Kurz 
have developed TRUSTCODE a technology dedicated 
to exploring and fulfilling these opportunities. 

In another example of embedded technology, Leo Paper 
Products BVBA have teamed up with the ever-innovative 
Veuve Clicquot and have gone to town with the packaging 
for their Rosé Champagne. 

The box is designed as an enhanced gift set, constructed 
with embedded record and playback technology the 
sender can record a personalised message which plays 
back to the recipient on opening. 

This example is just the beginning of ‘technologically 
enhanced’ retail & consumer experiences… watch this 
space.

8/ KURZ – TRUSTCODE 

9/ LEO PAPER PRODUCTS BVBA - VEUVE CLICQUOT ROSÉ 
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show was filled with ideas and 
innovations. 

The experiential element was evident everywhere; packaging 
components create visual and tactile sensations to entice 
our consumers. In an industry dependent on ‘new’ our 
packaging suppliers have stepped up to bring us techniques 
and effects that can inspire designers and marketers alike. 
LUXE PACK Essentials has brought you the best of the best 
from the World’s premier packaging show.

‘‘
‘‘

Marc Rosen is an Internationally acclaimed packaging 
designer. He has been awarded seven Fragrance 
Foundation Awards. As a Professor at New York’s Pratt 
Institute, he was given an Honorary Doctorate Degree 
and serves as a Trustee Emeritus.

He is President of Marc Rosen Associates.

Lætitia FAURE, Founder and CEO of the URBAN 
SUBLIME trend firm.

Alex THEODOROU, Founder of the CRAFT & NARRATIVE 
agency.


